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Abstract
For a discrete-time Markov chain X = {X(t)} evolving on Rℓ with transition kernel P ,
natural, general conditions are developed under which the following are established:
(i) The transition kernel P has a purely discrete spectrum, when viewed as a linear
operator on a weighted Sobolev space Lv,1
∞
of functions with norm,
‖f‖v,1 = sup
x∈Rℓ
1
v(x)
max{|f(x)|, |∂1f(x)|, . . . , |∂ℓf(x)|},
where v : Rℓ → [1,∞) is a Lyapunov function and ∂i := ∂/∂xi.
(ii) The Markov chain is geometrically ergodic in Lv,1
∞
: There is a unique invariant prob-
ability measure π and constants B <∞ and δ > 0 such that, for each f ∈ Lv,1
∞
, any
initial condition X(0) = x, and all t ≥ 0:∣∣∣Ex[f(X(t))]− π(f)∣∣∣ ≤ Be−δtv(x), ‖∇Ex[f(X(t))]‖2 ≤ Be−δtv(x),
where π(f) =
∫
fdπ.
(iii) For any function f ∈ Lv,1
∞
there is a function h ∈ Lv,1
∞
solving Poisson’s equation:
h− Ph = f − π(f).
Part of the analysis is based on an operator-theoretic treatment of the sensitivity process
that appears in the theory of Lyapunov exponents.
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1 Introduction
Consider a discrete-time Markov chain X = {X(t) : t ≥ 0} taking values in X = Rℓ, equipped
with its associated Borel σ-field B. Throughout the paper (except where explicitly noted
otherwise, in particular see Section 3.2) the processX is assumed to be defined by the nonlinear
state space model,
X(t+ 1) = a(X(t), N(t + 1)), t ∈ Z+, (1)
where N = {N(t) : t = 0, 1, 2, . . .} is a sequence of Rm-valued, independent and identically
distributed random variables, and a : Rℓ×m → Rℓ is continuous, so that each realization X(t)
is a continuous function of X(0) = x.
The distribution of X is described by its initial state X(0) = x ∈ X and its transition
semigroup: For any t ≥ 0, x ∈ X, A ∈ B,
P t(x,A) := Px{X(t) ∈ A} := Pr{X(t) ∈ A |X(0) = x},
with the usual convention that P 1 is simply denoted P . For the Markov chain described by (1),
it follows that P (x,A) = Pr{a(x,N(1)) ∈ A}.
Recall that the kernel P t acts as a linear operator on functions f : X→ R on the right and
on signed measures ν on (X,B) on the left, respectively, as,
P tf (x) =
∫
f(y)P t(x, dy), νP t (A) =
∫
ν(dx)P t(x,A), x ∈ X, A ∈ B,
whenever the integrals exist. Also, for any signed measure ν on (X,B) and any function
f : X → R we write ν(f) :=
∫
fdν, whenever the integral exists. In this paper we constrain
the domain of functions f to a Banach space defined with respect to a weighted L∞ norm.
Specifically, given a fixed continuous function v : X→ [1,∞), the v-norm of any measurable
function f : X→ R is denoted,
‖f‖v := sup
x
|f(x)|
v(x)
, (2)
and the corresponding Banach space Lv∞ is defined as, L
v
∞ := {f : X → R : ‖f‖v < ∞}. An
analogous weighted norm is defined for signed measures µ on (X,B) via,
‖µ‖v := sup
{ |µ(h)|
‖h‖v
: h ∈ Lv∞, ‖h‖v 6= 0
}
,
and we denote by Mv1 the space of signed measures µ with ‖µ‖v <∞.
The Markov chain X is v-uniformly ergodic [32, 25] whenever there exists a function v, a
unique invariant probability measure π, and constants b0 <∞ and 0 < ρ0 < 1, such that, for
each function f ∈ Lv∞,∣∣E[f(X(t)) | X(0) = x]− π(f)∣∣ ≤ b0ρt0‖f‖vv(x), t ≥ 0 , (3)
where π(f) =
∫
fdπ. It is well known that this is equivalent to the existence of a Lyapunov
function satisfying the drift condition (V4) of [31].
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1.1 Motivation and background
Let c : X→ R be a given function on the state space of X. One starting point for the classical
study of the long-term behaviour of X is the development of conditions for the existence of
the mean ergodic limit,
c := lim
n→∞
1
n
n−1∑
t=0
E[c(X(t)) | X(0) = x] , (4)
and of the function,
h(x) :=
∞∑
t=0
E[c(X(t)) − c | X(0) = x] , x ∈ X, (5)
which can be shown to be a solution of the associated Poisson equation,
h(x)− E[h(X(1)) | X(0) = x] = c(x)− c , x ∈ X. (6)
For example, if X is v-uniformly ergodic, then in addition to the convergence (3) of P t(x, ·)
to its unique invariant probability measure π, the ergodic averages of c(X(t)) converge a.s. to
c = π(c), and their associated central-limit-theorem variance is naturally expressed in terms
of h [32, 2],
σ2 = π
(
h2 − (Ph)2
)
.
Moreover, if c ∈ Lv∞ then h is also in L
v
∞ [17].
A closely related object of interest is the collection, for each α ∈ (0, 1), of the functions,
hα(x) :=
∞∑
t=0
αtE[c(X(t)) | X(0) = x] , x ∈ X, (7)
where each hα can be viewed as the result of the action of the resolvent kernel,
Rα :=
∞∑
t=0
αtP t,
on the function c. Again, under v-uniform ergodicity, hα ∈ L
v
∞ for any α < 1, whenever
c ∈ Lv∞ [25].
The main goal of the present work is to develop natural conditions that guarantee appro-
priate smoothness properties of c, h and hα. In particular, as described next, we show that the
derivative of P tc(x) = E[c(X(t))|X(0) = x] with respect to the initial condition X(0) = x con-
verges to zero; we provide series representations, analogous to (5) and (7), for the derivatives
of h and hα; and we also obtain bounds for those derivatives.
In addition to the theoretical interest of these results, we are also motivated in part by
related questions and applications in stochastic control. In that context, c is viewed as a
one-step cost function, α is the discount factor, c is the average cost, h(x) is the relative value
function, and hα(x) is the total discounted cost. The present results provide a foundation
for a new approach to approximate dynamic programming developed in [10], and to gain
approximation for the feedback particle filter [29, 34].
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1.2 Overview of main results
Suppose that the function a appearing in (1) is continuously differentiable. This justifies the
following definition of the ℓ× ℓ sensitivity process S = {S(t) : t ≥ 0}, whose (i, j) component
is defined at time t by:
Si,j(t) :=
∂Xi(t)
∂Xj(0)
, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ. (8)
From (1), the sensitivity process evolves according to the random linear system,
S(t+ 1) = A(t+ 1)S(t), S(0) = I , (9)
where AT(t) :=∇xa (X(t− 1), N(t)).
For any function f ∈ C1 and all t ≥ 0, we write:
∇Sf (X(t)) := ST(t)∇f(X(t)) . (10)
It follows from the chain rule that this coincides with the gradient of f(X(t)) with respect
to the initial condition X(0). This interpretation of (10) motivates the introduction of a new
semigroup {Qt : t ≥ 0} of operators acting on measurable functions g : X→ Rℓ: For t ≥ 1,
Qtg(x) := E
[
ST(t)g(X(t)) | X(0) = x
]
, (11)
and Q0g = g. Provided we can exchange the gradient and the expectation, and writing as
usual Ex(·) for the conditional expectation E(·|X(0) = x),
∂
∂xi
Ex[f(X(t))] = Ex
[
[∇Sf(X(t))]i
]
,
which implies that:
∇P tf(x) = Ex[∇
Sf(X(t))] = Qt∇f (x).
Main results. The main contribution of this paper is the justification of the above manip-
ulations, within an appropriate Banach space setting. Specifically, for all functions c : X→ R
in an appropriate space, we identify general, natural conditions under which the following are
established:
(i) Not only does P tc converge to c = π(c) as t → ∞, but also the gradient ∇P tc of
P tc with respect to the initial condition X(0) = x converges to zero, at a uniformly
geometric rate; cf. Theorem 2.1.
(ii) The solution h of the Poisson equation defined in (5) is differentiable, and the following
representation is obtained in Theorem 2.3 for its gradient,
∇h = Ω∇c :=
∞∑
t=0
Qt∇c,
where {Qt} is the semigroup defined in (11) in terms of the sensitivity process.
(iii) Similarly, for any α ∈ (0, 1), the following representation is obtained in Theorem 2.4
for the gradient of the total discounted cost hα defined in (7):
∇hα = Ωα∇c :=
∞∑
t=0
αtQt∇c. (12)
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1.3 Prior research
The sensitivity process defined in (8) is used to define the Lyapunov exponent,
Λ1 := lim
t→∞
1
t
log(‖S(t)‖);
here and in (13,14), ‖ · ‖ can be taken to be any matrix norm. A negative exponent implies
a topological notion of coupling: Suppose that Λ1 is a negative constant, independent of the
initial condition. If X and X ′ are two realizations of the Markov chain with different initial
states, it follows from the mean value theorem that, with probability one,
lim
t→∞
‖X(t) −X ′(t)‖2 = 0,
and that this convergence is geometrically fast, with rate etΛ1 . Much of the earlier relevant
research, including the study of the corresponding pth mean,
Λ¯p := lim
t→∞
1
t
log
(
Ex
[
‖S(t)‖p
])
, (13)
is for diffusion processes in continuous time [28, 5, 1].
Verifiable conditions for a negative Lyapunov exponent are established in [3] for a class of
hidden Markov models, and in [21] for a general class of stochastic sequences of the form (1);
coupling results that suggest a negative Lyapunov exponent are established in [19] for a class
of diffusions. In these papers the main results are established without ψ-irreducibility. As
discussed in [32, Section 6.4], in such cases it is impossible to establish convergence of the
Markov semigroup in total variation, so it is natural to instead rely on topological notions of
convergence or coupling.
The prior work most closely related to our results is [19], although the development there
is entirely for continuous-time processes. A central goal of [19] is to obtain coupling bounds in
a topological sense for a class of stochastic Navier-Stokes equations, but results for a general
stochastic flow on a Banach space are also derived. Assumption 4 of [19] imposes a contraction
bound directly on the sensitivity process, which, in the finite-dimensional case implies that,
for a function v ≥ 1, constants k <∞, ρ < 1, and some time t0 > 0,
Ex[v(X(t0))] + Ex[‖S(t0)‖v(X(t0))] ≤ kv(x)
ρ , x ∈ X . (14)
This and other assumptions imply the desired coupling result in [19, Theorem 3.4], which
is also shown to imply the ergodic limit in our Theorem 2.1. And we should note that the
weighted Sobolev norm ‖f‖v,1 used in Theorem 2.1 and throughout in this paper (cf. (17) in
Section 2 below), also appears as ‖f‖V r in [19, p. 21].
The present approach is complementary to [19]. Their conclusions are far stronger than
those presented here: They obtain a very strong topological coupling of the process, and they
do not require ψ-irreducibility. However, these strong conclusions require strong assumptions.
Most significant is that their assumptions imply the contraction bound (14) that is not easily
verified in applications, and is unlike any assumption imposed in the present work.
Although the key results of this paper are related in spirit to much of the prior work
mentioned above, there are no formal implications, in either direction, to existing results that
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we are aware of. In particular, it is not known whether the assumptions imposed here can
be used to establish any form of topological coupling. And, rather than the norm of the
sensitivity process as in the definition of Λ¯1, we obtain bounds on the expectation of the
sensitivity process, showing, for example, that for all C1 functions g : X→ R in an appropriate
Banach space, the following can be uniformly bounded above:
lim sup
t→∞
1
t
log
∣∣Ex{[S(t)∇g (X(t))]i}∣∣, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
The relationship between the limit theorems established in this paper and classical Lyapunov
exponents is a topic of current research.
Our main assumptions are minor variants of those used in much of the prior work on ergodic
theory for Markov chains. In particular, the Lyapunov drift condition (DV3) is assumed
throughout: For nonnegative, continuous functions V : X→ R+, W : X→ [1,∞), δ > 0, and a
compact set C:
log E
[
exp{V (X(t+ 1))− V (X(t)} | X(t) = x
]
≤ −δW (x) , x ∈ Cc. (15)
Condition (DV3) is an essential ingredient in much of the prior work of Donsker and Varadhan
on large deviation theory for Markov models [11, 12, 13], and it is used to bound rates of
convergence for a Markov chain for both mean and “multiplicative” ergodic theory in [4, 26, 24].
Also, the discrete-time counterpart of [19, Assumption 4, equation (15)] implies (14) with V
having bounded sublevel sets, and hence (DV3) for W = V = log v.
The value of (DV3) is most clear when the sublevel sets of the function W are compact.
In this case, an n-step transition kernel can be approximated by its truncation to a compact
set arbitrarily closely in an associated induced operator norm [4, 26, 24]; see also [38, 39]
on the implications of truncation approximations. The main assumptions of the paper sum-
marized in Section 2.2 impose (DV3) and minor additional assumptions so that a truncation
approximation is valid in the stronger norm used in this paper.
There has been increasing interest in finding connections between (DV3) and logarithmic
Sobolev or Poincare´ inequalities [18, 9, 8]. The implications of this and similar drift conditions
are the main focus of [32]. In particular, in this monograph and subsequent papers [17, 25, 23],
drift conditions are used to obtain existence and bounds on solutions to Poisson’s equation.
A log-Sobolev inequality is the condition used in [29] to establish the existence of a smooth
solution to Poisson’s equation for a diffusion. Somewhat more explicit sufficient conditions for
a smooth solution to Poisson’s equation are obtained in [33] for elliptic diffusions.
Poisson’s equation is one tool used in addressing parametric sensitivity in Markov chains,
starting with the 50-year-old work of Schweitzer [37]; infinitesimal perturbation analysis is a
well-known application of these techniques [7]. A modern treatment is contained in the very
recent work [35]. The focus of this paper is on sensitivity with respect to the initial condition
of the Markov chain rather than parametric uncertainty, so there is no obvious relationship
with this prior research.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the main results
for the Markov chain (1); these results are obtained under a Lyapunov condition slightly
stronger than what is assumed in [26]. Section 3 contains proofs of the main results, leaving
technical results to the Appendix. Section 3.2 contains results for a general Markov chain, not
necessarily admitting the representation (1).
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2 Assumptions and Main Results
The four assumptions (A1)–(A4) introduced in this section include the existence of a Lyapunov
function V : X → (0,∞) satisfying the drift condition (DV3) of [25, 26]; see condition (A4)
below. We denote v = eV , which is used to define the norm ‖ · ‖v in (2).
The weighted Sobolev spaces Lv,k∞ considered in this paper are based on a function-space
norm that involves the derivatives of a function f : X→ R. For each k ≥ 1 denote,
‖f‖v,k = max
|α|≤k
‖Dαf‖v, (16)
where the maximum is over all multi-indices α ∈ Zℓ+ with
∑
i αi ≤ k, and D
α is the corre-
sponding partial derivative. For k = 1 this is a maximum over ℓ+ 1 terms,
‖f‖v,1 = max
{
‖f‖v, ‖∂1f‖v, . . . , ‖∂ℓf‖v
}
, (17)
where ∂i denotes the first partial derivative with respect to xi, ∂/∂xi. For k = 0 we let L
v,0
∞
denote the space {f ∈ Lv∞ : f is continuous} with norm ‖ · ‖v. For each k ≥ 1 we also define
the spaces,
Lv,k∞ := {f : X→ R : D
αf ∈ Lv,0∞ for all |α| ≤ k},
equipped with the norm defined in (16). This introduces two new restrictions on any function
f ∈ Lv,k∞ : The kth partial derivatives of f must exist and be absolutely bounded by a constant
times v. In addition, f and these derivatives must be continuous. In the special case v ≡ 1,
the space Lv,k∞ coincides with the usual Sobolev space W k,1. Throughout most of the paper we
restrict attention to the cases k = 0 and k = 1. In Proposition 3.1 we show that the normed
spaces Lv,0∞ and L
v,1
∞ are complete and therefore are Banach spaces.
Consideration of the space Lv,1∞ requires the following assumptions on the evolution equa-
tions (1). Assumption (A1) ensures that the state at each time t is a continuously differentiable
function of its initial condition X(0) = x, and justifies the representation of ∇Sf(X(t)) in (10).
(i) The process N does not depend upon the initial condition X(0).
(ii) The function a is continuously differentiable in its first variable, with:
sup
x,n
‖∇a(x, n)‖ <∞.


(A1)
The notation ‖ · ‖ in (ii) can represent any matrix norm, and the jth column of the ℓ × ℓ
matrix ∇a is equal to the gradient of aj, so that,
[∇a(x, n)]i,j :=
∂
∂xi
aj(x, n), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
2.1 Irreducibility, densities and drift
The general ergodic theory of Markov chains as developed in [32] involves two assumptions.
The first is a generalization of irreducibility as defined for finite-state space Markov chains, and
the second is a Foster-Lyapunov drift condition. The irreducibility conditions will hold under
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assumptions (A2) and (A3); the first is a density condition, and the second is a “reachability”
assumption:
For some t0 ≥ 1, the transition kernel admits a smooth density. That is, there
is a continuously differentiable function pt0 on X× X such that,
P t0(x,A) =
∫
A
pt0(x, y) dy , x ∈ X, A ∈ B


(A2)
Under (A2), there is in fact a density for every t ≥ t0, given by:
pt(x, y) =
∫
P t−t0(x, dz)pt0(z, y), t ≥ t0, x, y ∈ X.
The representation (1) implies the Feller property, i.e., that the function P tf is continuous
whenever f is continuous and bounded. Assumption (A2) implies the strong Feller property for
P t whenever t ≥ t0: The function P
tf is continuous whenever f is measurable and bounded;
cf. Lemma A.3 in the Appendix.
There is a state x0 ∈ X such that, for any x ∈ X and any open set O containing
x0, we have,
P t(x,O) > 0, for all t ≥ 0 sufficiently large.

 (A3)
Under assumptions (A2) and (A3), the chain is ψ-irreducible and aperiodic, with ψ( · ) :=
P t0(x0, · ): For all x ∈ X and all A ∈ B such that P
t0(x0, A) > 0, we have,
P t(x,A) > 0, for all t ≥ 0 sufficiently large;
see [32, Theorem 6.2.1].
Drift conditions are conveniently stated in terms of the generator for X . In this discrete
time setting, for measurable functions f : X → R the generator is defined as, Df := Pf − f ,
that is,
Df (x) := E[f(X(t+ 1))− f(X(t)) | X(t) = x] x ∈ X,
for any f for which the expectation is defined for all x. Fleming’s nonlinear generator [16, 14,
40, 15, 26] is defined via,
H(F ) := log(PeF )− F, (18)
for any measurable function F on X such that PeF exists.
We say [25, 26] that the Lyapunov drift criterion (DV3) holds with respect to the Lyapunov
function V : X → (0,∞], if there exist a function W : X → [1,∞), a compact set C ⊂ X, and
constants δ > 0, b <∞, such that,
H(V ) ≤ −δW + bIC . (DV3)
In most of the subsequent results, the following strengthened version of (DV3) is assumed:
Condition (DV3) holds with respect to functions V,W that are continuously
differentiable and have compact sublevel sets.
}
(A4)
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Recall that the sublevel sets of a function F : X→ R+ are defined by,
CF (r) = {x ∈ X : F (x) ≤ r}, r ≥ 0.
2.2 Results
It is assumed throughout the remainder of this section that assumptions (A1)–(A4) hold. It
follows that the Markov chain is v-uniformly ergodic, with v = eV , so that (3) holds for a
unique invariant probability measure π [26, Theorem 1.2]. The first set of new results in this
paper establish a similar conclusion in the Banach space Lv,1∞ .
2.2.1 Ergodicity in Lv,1∞
The induced operator norm for a linear operator P̂ : Lv∞ → L
v
∞ is denoted.
|||P̂ |||v := sup
{‖P̂ f‖v
‖f‖v
: f ∈ Lv∞, ‖f‖v 6= 0
}
.
On writing P˜ t = P t − 1⊗ π or, equivalently ,
P˜ t(x,A) = P t(x,A) − π(A), x ∈ X, A ∈ B,
the bound (3) is expressed as:
|||P˜ t|||v ≤ b0ρ
t
0 , t ≥ 0.
Similar notation is adopted for linear operators P̂ : Lv,k∞ → L
v,k
∞ :
|||P̂ |||v,k := sup
{‖P̂ f‖v,k
‖f‖v,k
: f ∈ Lv,k∞ , ‖f‖v,k 6= 0
}
.
Our main result here is the ergodicity of X in Lv,1∞ . In fact, it is stated slightly more
generally for all spaces Lv
η ,1
∞ , defined as above with respect to the function vη = eηV , for any
η ∈ (0, 1].
Theorem 2.1. Under assumptions (A1)–(A4), for all η ∈ (0, 1], there is b0 <∞, t1 <∞ and
̺0 < 1 such that:
|||P˜ t|||vη ,1 ≤ b0̺
t
0, t ≥ t1. (19)
Consequently, for each f ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ and t ≥ t1,∣∣Ex[f(X(t))]− π(f)∣∣ ≤ b0ρt0‖f‖vη ,1vη(x),
and
∣∣∣ ∂
∂xi
Ex[f(X(t))]
∣∣∣ ≤ b0ρt0‖f‖vη ,1vη(x) , 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ . (20)
The proof of the theorem, given in Section 3, is similar to the proof of v-uniform ergodicity
in prior work [25]. Under assumptions (A1)–(A4) it is shown that the semigroup generated by
P˜ has a discrete spectrum in Lv
η ,1
∞ , with spectral radius strictly bounded by unity.
In several of our subsequent results we will need to restrict attention to the spaces Lv
η ,1
∞
for η strictly less than 1. This is justified by the following proposition, stated here without
proof; it is a simple consequence of the convexity of the operator H.
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Proposition 2.2. If the bound in condition (DV3) holds, then the same bound holds for any
scaling by η ∈ (0, 1):
H(ηV ) ≤ −δηW + bηIC .
2.2.2 Poisson’s equation
For c ∈ Lv∞ the sum (5) converges in L
v
∞, and h is a solution to the Poisson’s equation (6):
h − Ph = c − c; cf [17]. Under appropriate conditions, we show here that the gradient of h
also exists.
Formal term-by-term differentiation of the definition of h in (5) yields:
∇h =
∞∑
t=0
∇P tc. (21)
This will in fact follow from (19), once we could establish that |||P˜ t|||v,1 is finite for t ≥ t1.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is given in Section 3.3. Recall the definition of the semigroup {Qt}
in (11).
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that c ∈ Lv
η
∞, with η ∈ (0, 1]. Then, the function h in (5) exists as an
element of Lv
η
∞ . It is a solution to Poisson’s equation (6), and it is unique among all functions
in Lv
η
∞ with π-mean equal to zero.
If η < 1 then we obtain the following additional conclusions:
(i) If c ∈ Lv
η ,0
∞ then h ∈ L
vη ,0
∞ .
(ii) If c ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ then h ∈ L
vη ,1
∞ , with gradient given in (21), and also,
∇h = Ω∇c :=
∞∑
t=0
Qt∇c. (22)
Note that, in the theorem, the boundedness of Ω is only established on the space of functions
of the form ∇f for some f ∈ Lv,1∞ . The first conclusion of the theorem (that h exists and
uniquely solves Poisson’s equation) has been established in [17, 32]; the remaining conclusions
are new. The proof of (ii) is based on a representation of the gradient of the semigroup {P t}:
for f ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ with η ∈ (0, 1), and t ≥ 1:
∇P tf = Qt∇f . (23)
This and related results are given in Theorem 3.10.
Theorem 2.4, given next, states that exactly analogous results to those established in
Theorem 2.3 for the solution h to Poisson’s equation, can also be established for the function
hα, for any α ∈ (0, 1). Its proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.3, and thus
omitted.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that c ∈ Lv
η
∞ , with η ∈ (0, 1]. Then, for each 0 < α < 1, the function
hα in (7) exists as an element of L
vη
∞ . It is a solution to the following fixed point equation,
c+ αPhα − hα = 0 (24)
and it is unique among all functions in Lv
η
∞ .
If η < 1 then we obtain the following additional conclusions:
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(i) If c ∈ Lv
η ,0
∞ then hα ∈ L
vη ,0
∞ .
(ii) If c ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ then hα ∈ L
vη ,1
∞ , with gradient given in (12):
∇hα = Ωα∇c :=
∞∑
t=0
αtQt∇c (25)
Once again, the fact that hα is bounded and uniquely solves (24), follows from earlier work
[31]. The proofs of parts (i) and (ii) are essentially identical to the proofs of the corresponding
results in Theorem 2.3.
3 Spectral Theory
Proposition 3.1. For any function v : X→ [1,∞), the normed spaces Lv∞, L
v,0
∞ and L
v,1
∞ are
each Banach spaces.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is contained in Section 3.3. The following subsection concerns
spectral theory for an operator acting on one of these spaces.
3.1 Separability
A linear operator T : Lv,k∞ → L
v,k
∞ has finite rank if there are functions {si} ⊂ L
v,k
∞ , measures
{νj} ⊂ M
v
1, and constants {mij} such that,
T =
N∑
i,j=1
mijsi ⊗ νj (26)
where [s⊗ ν](x, dy) := s(x)ν(dy), and N <∞. We say that a linear operator P̂ : Lv,k∞ → L
v,k
∞
is separable in Lv,k∞ if, for each ε > 0, there is a finite-rank linear operator T such that
|||P̂ − T |||v,k ≤ ε.
The spectrum S(P̂ ) ⊂ C of a linear operator P̂ : Lv,k∞ → L
v,k
∞ is the set of z ∈ C such that
the inverse [Iz − P̂ ]−1 does not exist as a bounded linear operator on Lv,k∞ . The spectral
radius of the semigroup {P̂n} is denoted
ξv(P̂ ) := lim
n→∞
|||P̂n|||1/nv . (27)
An element z0 ∈ S(P̂ ) is called a pole of (finite) multiplicity n if, for some ε1 > 0,
(i) z0 is isolated: {z ∈ S(P̂ ) : |z − z0| ≤ ε1} = {z0};
(ii) The associated projection operator P has finite rank, where:
P :=
1
2πi
∫
∂{z:|z−z0|≤ε1}
[Iz − P̂ ]−1dz . (28)
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For background see the decomposition theorem in [36, Theorem 4.4, p. 421].
The linear operator P̂ : Lv,k∞ → L
v,k
∞ has a discrete spectrum in L
v,k
∞ if, for any compact set
C ⊂ C \ {0}, its spectrum S has the property that S ∩ C is finite and contains only poles of
finite multiplicity.
The above definition of separability is an extension of separability in Lv∞ for a linear
operator P̂ : Lv∞ → L
v
∞ as defined in [26], which requires that we can find, for each ε > 0
a positive kernel of the form (26) in which {si} ⊂ L
v
∞ and |||P̂ − T |||v,k ≤ ε. Besides the
consideration of the Banach spaces Lv,k∞ , the definition here differs with [26] in two respects:
First, positivity of T is not assumed since the kernel P̂ may not be positive. Second, in this
prior work it was assumed that each function si and measure νj had support on a compact
set. This is not necessary here or in the technical results of [26].
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 3.5 of [26] and it provides the funda-
mental connection between separability and ergodicity.
Theorem 3.2 (Separability ⇒ Discrete spectrum). If the linear operator P̂ : Lv,k∞ → L
v,k
∞ is
bounded and P̂ t1 : Lv,k∞ → L
v,k
∞ is separable in L
v,k
∞ for some t1 ≥ 1 and k ≥ 0, then P̂ has a
discrete spectrum in Lv,k∞ .
As in the prior work [26], separability of the t-step transition kernel is established in two
steps: First, it is shown that it can be approximated by its truncation to a compact set, and
then the truncated kernel is shown to be separable.
A smooth truncation is the first step in the present paper: A transition density is approx-
imated using Bernstein polynomials to establish that the truncation is separable in Lv,1∞ . To
simplify notation consider first a C1 function ϕ : [0, 1]N → R, with N ≥ 2. For an integer
m ≥ 2, the Bernstein approximation is given by:
ϕm(z) =
m∑
j1,...,jn=0
ϕ
(
j1
m
, . . . ,
jm
m
) n∏
i=1
(
m
ji
)
zji(1− zi)
m−ji , z ∈ [0, 1]N .
The proof of the following can be found in [22] for the special case N = 2; also see [6, 20] for
related results, and [30] for a more recent discussion of the general case.
Lemma 3.3. The Bernstein polynomials provide the following uniform approximation for any
C1 function ϕ : [0, 1]N → R:
lim
m→∞
sup
z
‖ϕ(z) − ϕm(z)‖2 = lim
m→∞
sup
z,i
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂ziϕ(z)− ∂∂ziϕm(z)
∥∥∥∥
2
= 0 .
The truncated transition kernel will play the role of P̂ in the following lemma; its proof is
given in Section A.3.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose P̂ has a density r with respect to probability measure µ: For each x ∈ X
and A ∈ B, P̂ (x,A) =
∫
A r(x, y)µ(dy). Suppose moreover that the density r : R
ℓ × Rℓ → R+
is C1 with compact support. Then, P̂ is separable in Lv,1∞ .
We thus have a roadmap to prove the main results. First we consider the case of Markov
chains that may not have the representation (1).
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3.2 Separability implies ergodicity for general chains
In this subsection only we consider a general Markov chain evolving on X = Rℓ, not necessarily
of the form (1). The goal is to generalize the results of Section 2, and also provide an overview
of the proofs of the main results surveyed there.
Theorem 3.5 states that separability in Lv,1∞ implies ergodicity in this weighted Sobolev
space. Sufficient conditions for separability are provided after the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the Markov chain X with transition kernel P satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions, for a continuous function v : X→ [1,∞): It is v-uniformly ergodic, so that
(3) holds for each f ∈ Lv∞. And, for some t1 ≥ 1, |||P
t|||v,1 <∞ for t ≥ t1, and P
t1 is separable
in Lv,1∞ .
Then the following conclusions hold:
(i) The Markov chain is “ergodic in Lv,1∞ ”: There is b0 <∞ and ̺0 < 1 such that
|||P˜ t|||v,1 ≤ b0̺
t
0, t ≥ t1.
(ii) If, in addition, |||P t|||v,1 < ∞ for t ≥ 1, then, for any function c ∈ L
v,1
∞ , there is a
solution to Poisson’s equation h ∈ Lv,1∞ , with gradient given in (21):
∇h =
∞∑
t=0
∇P tc.
Part (ii) of the theorem is based on the following:
Lemma 3.6. For η ∈ (0, 1] suppose that {gn} ⊂ L
vη ,1
∞ satisfy supn ‖gn‖vη ,1 < ∞ and the
following limits hold pointwise for continuous functions g and ζ:
lim
n→∞
gn(x) = g(x), lim
n→∞
∇gn(x) = ζ(x), x ∈ X.
Then, ∇g = ζ and g ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ .
Proof. For each n, i, α and x we have,
gn(x+ αe
i)− gn(x) =
∫ α
0
∂ign (x+ te
i) dt,
where, as before, ∂i denotes the partial derivative with respect to the ith coordinate. Letting
n→∞ gives,
g(x+ αei)− g(x) =
∫ α
0
ζi(x+ te
i) dt.
Continuity of ζ implies that ∇g = ζ. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that P has a discrete spectrum in Lv,1∞ , and
hence this is also true for P t1 . Furthermore, it is straightforward to see that the spectrum of P˜ t1
in Lv,1∞ is a subset of its spectrum in Lv∞: Sv,1(P˜
t1) ⊆ Sv(P˜
t1). Denote the respective spectral
radii by ξv,1(P˜
t1) and ξv(P˜
t1) (recall the definition (27)). We obviously have ξv,1(P˜
t1) ≤
ξv(P˜
t1). Also, under v-uniform ergodicity we have ξv(P˜
t1) < 1 [26, Theorem 2.4].
The conclusion ξv,1(P˜
t1) < 1 immediately gives (i) for the t1-skeleton chain: There is
b1 <∞ and ̺1 < 1 such that,
|||P˜ t1k|||v,1 ≤ b1̺
k
1 , k ≥ 0.
Under the assumption that |||P t|||v,1 <∞ for t ≥ t1 we obtain,
|||P˜ t1(k+1)+i|||v,1 ≤
(
max
0≤j<t1
|||P˜ t1+j|||v,1
)
b1̺
k
1 , for each k ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ i < t1,
which implies (i).
Write c˜ := c − c. The ergodicity result (i) is equivalent to the following bound for each
c ∈ Lv,1∞ :
max
{∣∣P tc˜ (x)∣∣, ∣∣∂1P tc (x)∣∣, . . . , ∣∣∂ℓP tc (x)∣∣} ≤ b0ρt0‖c‖v,1v(x) , t ≥ t1.
On defining, for each n ≥ 1,
hn =
n∑
t=0
P tc˜ ,
it follows that hn → h in L
v,1
∞ at the same rate, under the assumption |||P t|||v,1 < ∞ for t ≥ 1.
And applying Lemma 3.6,
∇h = lim
n→∞
∇hn = lim
n→∞
n∑
t=0
∇P tc˜ =
∞∑
t=0
∇P tc˜,
which completes the proof. 
The next set of results provide conditions under which the assumptions of Theorem 3.5
hold. It is convenient to strengthen (A2) to t0 = 1:
There is a continuously differentiable function p on X× X such that,
P (x,A) =
∫
A
p(x, y) dy , x ∈ X, A ∈ B.

 (A2’)
Assumption (A3) is maintained, which together with (A2’) again implies that X is ψ-
irreducible and aperiodic.
The final assumption invokes (DV3) and a similar condition for∇P . The partial derivatives
of the density are denoted:
p′i(x, y) :=
∂
∂xi
p(x, y) , 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
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(i) The transition kernel P satisfies (DV3) with respect to continuous
functions V,W , a compact set C ⊂ X, and constants δ > 0, b <∞.
(ii) For each x ∈ X, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
log
∫
|p′i(x, y)| exp(V (y)− V (x)) dy ≤ −δW (x) + bIC(x).


(A4’)
The drift condition (DV3) is used here and in [26, 27] to truncate the transition kernel
onto a compact subset of the state space. Denote for n ≥ 1,
Rn = {x ∈ R
ℓ : |xi| ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ}.
The function χn will denote a smooth approximation of the indicator function on this set.
This is based on a function χ1n : R→ [0, 1] satisfying χ
1
n(r) = 1 for |r| ≤ n and χ
1
n(r) = 0 for
|r| ≥ n+ 1. It is assumed that χ1n is also C1, with:∣∣ d
dr
χ1
n(r)
∣∣ ≤ 2, for all r ∈ R.
The choice is not unique, but fixed throughout the paper. In ℓ dimensions, define:
χn(x) :=
ℓ∏
i=1
χ1
n(xi), x ∈ R
ℓ.
This function is also C1, equal to 1 on Rn, 0 on R
c
n+1, and∣∣ ∂
∂xi
χn(x)
∣∣ ≤ 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, x ∈ Rℓ.
The proof of Lemma 3.7 can be found in the Appendix.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that assumptions (A2’) and (A4’) hold. Then:
(i) P 2 can be approximated by its truncation in Lv,1∞ :
lim
n→∞
lim
m→∞
|||P 2 − IχnP
2Iχm|||v,1 = 0
(ii) For each n, the kernel IχnP
2Iχn is separable in L
v,1
∞ .
The assumptions of Theorem 3.5 hold with t1 = 2:
Theorem 3.8. Suppose a Markov chain with transition kernel P satisfies assumptions (A2’),
(A3) and (A4’). Then:
(i) P : Lv,1∞ → L
v,1
∞ ;
(ii) P 2 is separable in Lv,1∞ .
Proof. The fact that P : Lv,1∞ → L
v,1
∞ is a bounded linear operator follows from assumption
(A4’), and Lemma 3.7 implies that P 2 is separable in Lv,1∞ . 
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3.3 Proofs
We now return to the Markov chain described by (1). The proposition that follows provides
much of the ammunition required to obtain a version of Theorem 3.8 for this model; see
Theorem 3.10 below.
The next result concerns separability in Lv∞: Proposition 3.9 (i) follows from Lemma B.5
of [26], and the proof of part (ii) is similar. Recall the definition (11) of the semigroup {Qt},
which maps Rℓ-valued functions toRℓ-valued functions; let Qti,j denote the (i, j)-th component
of Qt, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ, t ≥ 0.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose assumptions (A1)–(A4) hold. Then, for all t ≥ t1:
(i) P t is separable in Lv∞.
(ii) Qti,j is separable in L
v
∞ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
Proposition 3.9 is extended in this paper to the weighted Sobolev Banach spaces Lv
η ,0
∞ and
Lv
η ,1
∞ . The proof of Theorem 3.10 is contained in the Appendix.
Theorem 3.10. If assumptions (A1)–(A4) hold, then:
(i) For all t ≥ t1 and η ∈ (0, 1] :
(a) P t : Lv
η ,k
∞ → L
vη ,k
∞ for k = 0, 1.
(b) Qti,j : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
(c) ∇P tf = Qt∇f , if f ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ .
(d) P t is separable in Lv
η ,k
∞ for k = 0 and k = 1.
(ii) Results (a)-(c) hold for all t ≥ 1, if η ∈ (0, 1).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Theorem 3.10 (i) states that under assumptions (A1)–(A4), P t is sep-
arable in Lv
η ,1
∞ , for all t ≥ t1 and η ∈ (0, 1]. It also states that P
t : Lv
η ,1
∞ → L
vη ,1
∞ . Theorem 3.2
then implies that P t has a discrete spectrum in Lv
η ,1
∞ . Theorem 3.5 implies the desired con-
clusion:
|||P˜ t|||vη ,1 ≤ b0̺
t
0, t ≥ t1.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. As before, let c˜ = c − c. It is obvious that h in (5) is a solution to
Poisson equation, and that its mean is zero. To establish uniqueness, suppose that h ∈ Lv∞ is
any solution with mean zero. We iterate Poisson’s equation to obtain,
Pnh = h−
n−1∑
t=0
P tc˜
Since h ∈ Lv∞ with mean zero, we have ‖P
nh‖v → 0 as n → ∞, which establishes that h is
equal to the infinite sum in (5). This establishes the first assertions of the theorem.
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To prove (i), we fix η ∈ (0, 1) and c ∈ Lv
η ,0
∞ . We have as before that ‖P tc˜‖vη → 0 as t→∞
and consequently h ∈ Lv
η
∞. It remains to show that h is continuous.
Recall from Theorem 3.10 that P t : Lv
η ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ for each t. Since v is assumed to have
compact sublevel sets, it follows that {P tc˜ : t ≥ 0} are continuous functions that converge to
zero uniformly geometrically fast on compact subsets of X. This establishes continuity of h.
The proof of (ii) requires conclusion (ii)(c) of Theorem 3.10: For c ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ , η ∈ (0, 1) and
t ≥ 1, (
Qt∇c
)
i
= ∂iP
tc.
Theorem 2.1 implies a geometric bound on the right-hand side: For t ≥ t1,∣∣∣∂iP tc (x)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∂iEx[c(X(t))]∣∣∣ ≤ b0ρt0‖c‖vη ,1vη(x) , 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ .
Define for each n ≥ 1,
hn =
n∑
t=0
P tc˜ .
Since P t : Lv
η ,1
∞ → L
vη ,1
∞ for each t ≥ 1, for any finite n, we have hn ∈ L
vη ,1
∞ . Moreover, since
P tc˜→ 0 in Lv
η ,1
∞ as t→∞ at a geometric rate, it follows that as n→∞, hn → h in L
vη ,1
∞ at
the same rate.
In particular,
∇h = lim
n→∞
∇hn = lim
n→∞
n∑
t=0
∇P tc˜ =
∞∑
t=0
Qt∇c = Ω∇c,
as claimed. 
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A Appendix
A.1 Operator bounds
We begin with sufficient conditions for the identity (23). We first require the following corollary
to Lemma 3.6:
Lemma A.1. Suppose that for some t ≥ 1 and η ∈ (0, 1],
P t : Lv
η ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , Q
t
i,j : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ. (29)
Then, P t : Lv
η ,1
∞ → L
vη ,1
∞ and (23) holds on L
vη ,1
∞ :
∇P tf = Qt∇f , f ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ .
Proof. For any function f ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ and n ≥ 1, let fn = χnf . The function fn and its partial
derivatives are continuous, and supn ‖fn‖vη ,1 < ∞. We have limn→∞∇fn = ∇f , where the
limit is continuous by assumption.
We apply Lemma 3.6 with gn = P
tfn. To verify the conditions of the lemma, first observe
that {gn} converges to g = P
tf by dominated convergence. The limiting function g is contin-
uous by (29). From (11) it follows that ∇gn = Q
t∇fn and, since each Q
t
i,j is a bounded linear
operator, it follows that supn ‖gn‖vη ,1 <∞. The final requirement of the lemma is convergence
of the gradients. This follows from a second application of dominated convergence:
ζ(x) := lim
n→∞
∇gn(x) = lim
n→∞
∫
Qt(x, dy)∇fn(y) = Q
t∇f (x).
Lemma 3.6 then implies the desired conclusion, that ∇P tf = Qt∇f . This identity combined
with (29) then implies that P t : Lv
η ,1
∞ → L
vη ,1
∞ . 
A second application of Lemma 3.6 is in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof only requires that each of these function spaces is com-
plete. This is an elementary exercise in the case of Lv∞, and thence L
v,0
∞ . Completeness of L
v,1
∞
is established here.
Suppose that {fn} ⊂ L
v,1
∞ is a Cauchy sequence. Since L
v,0
∞ is a Banach space, it immedi-
ately follows that there are functions {f, ζ1, . . . , ζℓ} ⊂ L
v,0
∞ such that
lim
n→∞
‖fn − f‖v = lim
n→∞
‖∂ifn − ζi‖v = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
Consequently, the assumptions of Lemma 3.6 hold, with ζ = ∇f continuous. Moreover,
these limits imply that convergence of {fn} to f holds in L
v,1
∞ , as required for completeness:
limn→∞ ‖fn − f‖v,1 = 0. 
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A.2 Truncations
Several truncation bounds are obtained here. The following notation will be useful: For any
operator Z on Lv∞, L
v,0
∞ or L
v,1
∞ , we write Zn−→
v
Z, if
lim
n→∞
|||Zn − Z|||v = 0.
The elementary observation stated below without proof, is used to avoid establishing one-sided
truncation bounds; recall the definition of the functions {χn} in Section 3.2.
Lemma A.2. Suppose that Z is a bounded linear operator on a Banach space of functions on
X, with induced operator norm ||| · |||. If Z it can can be approximated by its truncation on both
sides,
lim
n→∞
|||Z − IχnZIχn||| = 0,
then Z can be approximated by its truncation on either side:
lim
n→∞
|||Z − ZIχn||| = limn→∞
|||Z − IχnZ|||= 0.
Proof of Lemma 3.7. It is only necessary to prove (i), since the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) follows
from Lemma 3.4.
Assumption (A2’) along with part (i) of (A4’) implies that the transition kernel can be
approximated by its left truncation: In Lv∞ we have IχnP −→v
P (see [26, Lemma B.4]), and
hence:
(IχnP )
2 −→
v
P 2. (30)
Furthermore, assumptions (A2’) and (A4’) imply a bound of the form,∣∣IχnPIχn(x,A)∣∣ ≤ β0n(A), 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, x ∈ X, A ∈ B,
where β0n is a positive measure with compact support, and hence β
0
n(v) < ∞. Therefore, for
all x ∈ X and A ⊂ B,
∣∣(IχnP )2(x,A)∣∣ = ∣∣
∫
Rn+1
{
χn(x)P (x, dy)χn(y)P (y,A)
}∣∣
≤
∫
Rn+1
β0n(dy)P (y,A) := βn(A) ,
with βn(v) <∞ since both |||P |||v and β
0
n(v) are finite. Therefore, for any f ∈ L
v
∞,
‖(IχnP )
2Iχmf − P
2f‖v ≤ ‖(IχnP )
2(1−χm)f‖v + ‖(IχnP )
2f − P 2f‖v
≤ βn(vIRcm)‖f‖v + ‖(IχnP )
2f − P 2f‖v,
and applying (30),
lim
m,n→∞
|||(IχnP )
2Iχm − P
2|||v = 0.
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To complete the proof of (i), it remains to be shown that, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
lim
m,n→∞
|||∂i(IχnP )
2Iχm − ∂iP
2|||v = 0 , (31)
where, again, ∂i is shorthand for ∂/∂xi. The proof follows exactly the same steps as before: As-
sumption (A2’) and part (ii) of (A4’) imply that P ′i can be truncated on the left: IχnP
′
i −→v
P ′i
for each i; that is,
lim
n→∞
|||∂iP − Iχn∂iP |||v = 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ .
From this, and the prior conclusion IχnP −→v
P , we obtain
lim
n→∞
‖∂i(IχnP )
2f − ∂iP
2f‖v = 0 . (32)
Furthermore, the two assumptions imply a bound of the form∣∣∣∂iIχnPIχn(x,A)∣∣∣ ≤ γ0n(A), 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, x ∈ X, A ∈ B,
where γ0n is a positive measure with compact support, and hence γ
0
n(v) < ∞. Therefore, for
all x ∈ X, A ⊂ B and 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
∣∣∂i(IχnP )2(x,A)∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
∫
Rn+1
∂
∂xi
{
χn(x)P (x, dy)χn(y)P (y,A)
}∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
Rn+1
γ0n(dy)P (y,A) := γn(A).
It follows that for all f ∈ Lv∞, and 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
‖∂i(IχnP )
2Iχmf − ∂iP
2f‖v ≤ ‖∂i(IχnP )
2(1−χm)f‖v + ‖∂i(IχnP )
2f − ∂iP
2f‖v
≤ γn(vIRcm)‖f‖v + ‖∂i(IχnP )
2f − ∂iP
2f‖v
Combining this with (32) implies that (31) holds, and this completes the proof of part (i), as
required. 
The next results concern the nonlinear state space model. Lemma A.3 follows directly
from the assumptions. Recall the discussion of the (strong) Feller property in Section 2.1. As
before, Qti,j denotes the (i, j)-th component of Q
t, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ, t ≥ 0.
Lemma A.3. Suppose that assumptions (A1)–(A4) hold, and let Zt denote any one of the
kernels P t or Qti,j with t ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
(i) The Feller property holds for Zt, for t ≥ 1 and the strong Feller property holds for
Zt, when t ≥ t0. Moreover, the following stronger properties hold:
Zt : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , t ≥ 1,
Zt : L
vη
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , t ≥ t0.
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(ii) For each n ≥ 1 and η ∈ (0, 1],
ZtIχn : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , t ≥ 1,
ZtIχn : L
vη
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , t ≥ t0.
(iii) Suppose that for some η ∈ (0, 1], t ≥ 1 and every g ∈ Lv
η
∞,
lim
n→∞
ZtIχng = Ztg,
where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of X. Then,
Zt : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ ,
and Zt : L
vη
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , provided t ≥ t0 .
The proof of the next result is also elementary.
Lemma A.4. Suppose the conclusions of Proposition 3.9 are true, that is, for each t ≥ t1:
(a) P t is separable in Lv∞;
(b) Qti,j is separable in L
v
∞ for any pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
Then, the kernels P t and Qt can be approximated by their truncations:
(i) lim
n→∞
|||P t − IχnP
tIχn|||v,1 = 0;
(ii) lim
n→∞
|||Qti,j − IχnQ
t
i,jIχn|||v = 0 for any pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
Proof. The fact that the kernels can be approximated in Lv∞ by their truncations for each
t ≥ t1 follows directly from the assumption that they are separable: We have,
IχnP
tIχn −→v
P t
IχnQ
t
i,jIχn −→v
Qti,j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
(33)
In particular, part (ii) is immediate.
To complete the proof of (i), it remains to be shown that there is a vanishing sequence
{ε(n)} such that, for any function f ∈ Lv,1∞ ,
‖∂i{P
tf} − ∂i{IχnP
tIχnf}‖v ≤ ε(n)‖f‖v,1.
Lemma A.3 along with (33) implies that the assumptions of Lemma A.1 are satisfied (with
t ≥ t1):
P t : Lv
η ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , Q
t
i,j : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
Now, applying the product rule gives,
∂i{IχnP
tIχnf} = {∂iχn}{P
tIχnf}+ Iχn(Q
t∇(fχn))i,
with the second term justified applying Lemma A.1.
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The first term can be bounded bounded,
‖{∂iχn}{P tIχnf}‖v ≤ ε1(n)‖f‖v ≤ ε1(n)‖f‖v,1 ,
where,
ε1(n) =
(
max
i
‖∂iχn‖∞
)
|||IRcnP
t|||v ≤ 2|||IRcnP
t|||v.
The pre-multiplication by IRcn is justified since ∇χn = 0 on Rn. Equation (33) along with
Lemma A.2 implies that |||IRcnP
t|||v → 0 as n→∞, and hence limn→∞ ε1(n) = 0. Therefore,
‖∂i{P
tf} − ∂i{IχnP
tIχnf}‖v ≤ ε1(n)‖f‖v,1
+ ‖(Qt∇f)i − Iχn(Q
t∇(fχn))i‖v.
Once more applying equation (33), it is straightforward to see that there is a vanishing sequence
{ε2(n)} such that:
‖(Qt∇f)i − Iχn(Q
t∇(fχn))i‖v ≤ ε2(n)‖f‖v,1, n ≥ 1.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The justification of the representation (22) for ∇h requires a different set of truncation
arguments:
Lemma A.5. Let η ∈ (0, 1). For each t ≥ 1, the kernels P t and Qt can be approximated in
Lv
η ,1
∞ by their truncations on the right:
(i) P tIχn −→vη
P t;
(ii) Qti,jIχn −→vη
Qti,j, for any pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.
Proof. Let η ∈ (0, 1), take f ∈ Lv
η ,1
∞ , and let fn := Iχnf . Then, for all t ≥ 1,
∣∣P tf(x)− P tfn(x)∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫
Rcn
P t(x, dy)fn(y)
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖f‖vη
∫
Rcn
P t(x, dy)v(y)
(
vη(y)
v(y)
)
≤ ‖f‖vη
[
sup
y′∈Rcn
vη−1(y′)
] ∫
Rcn
P t(x, dy)v(y)
≤ ‖f‖vηε(n),
where ε(n)→ 0 as n→∞. The last step follows from the fact that |||P t|||v <∞ under (DV3),
and v(x)→∞ as ‖x‖2 →∞ because v has compact sublevel sets under assumption (A4).
Under assumption (A1), and using the same arguments as above, we have:
lim
n→∞
‖Qti,jf −Q
t
i,jfn‖vη = 0, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ.

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The following strengthening of the Feller property is another step in the proof of Theo-
rem 3.10.
Proposition A.6. Under assumptions (A1)–(A4):
(i) For all t ≥ t1, and η = 1,
P t : Lv
η ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , Q
t
i,j : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ. (34)
(ii) The conclusions (34) hold for all t ≥ 1 when η ∈ (0, 1). 
Proof. Lemma A.4 (i) along with Lemma A.2 implies that for any function g ∈ Lv,0∞ and all
t ≥ t1 we have,
lim
n→∞
P tIχng = P
tg,
where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of X. It then follows from Lemma A.3
that P t : Lv
η ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ for any η ∈ (0, 1].
Similarly, using Lemma A.4 (ii),
lim
n→∞
Qti,jIχng = Q
t
i,jg,
for any g ∈ Lv,0∞ . This again implies that Qti,j : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , η ∈ (0, 1], from Lemma A.3.
This completes the proof of part (i) of the proposition.
The proof of part (ii) follows exactly in the same manner, using Lemma A.5 (instead of
Lemma A.4) along with Lemma A.3. 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. First consider part (i). Proposition A.6 establishes (b), and part of (a):
For all t ≥ t1, and η ∈ (0, 1],
P t : Lv
η ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , and Q
t
i,j : L
vη ,0
∞ → L
vη ,0
∞ , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ. (35)
Applying Lemma A.1 we obtain the remainder of (a), and also (c).
Assumption (A2) implies that P t1 has a density which is C1. Furthermore, from Lemma A.4,
we conclude that under assumptions (A1)–(A4), P t1 can be approximated by its truncation
IχnP
t1Iχn in L
v,1
∞ . Lemma 3.4 therefore completes the proof of (d).
Next, consider part (ii). Proposition A.6 again establishes (b). Part (ii) of Proposition A.6
states that (35) holds for each t ≥ 1 and η ∈ (0, 1). Consequently, results (a) and (c) follow as
before by applying Lemma A.1. 
A.3 Separability and Bernstein polynomials
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let rv(x, y) := r(x, y)v(y). For any function g ∈ L
v
∞, we have:
P̂ g (x) =
∫
rv(x, y)g(y)v
−1(y)µ(dy).
Since v is assumed to be C1, rv is also C
1 with compact support.
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Choose n ≥ 1 such that rv(x, y) = 0 on (Rn × Rn)
c. Therefore, for any given ε > 0 there
exists a Bernstein’s polynomial rε0v such that, for all (x, y) ∈ Rn+1 ×Rn+1,∣∣∣rv(x, y) − rε0v (x, y)∣∣∣ ≤ ε,
and
∣∣∣ ∂
∂xi
rv(x, y)−
∂
∂xi
rε0v (x, y)
∣∣∣ ≤ ε, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
The approximating polynomial can be expressed in the suggestive form,
rε0v (x, y) =
N∑
i=1
s0i (x)r
0
i (y)
Truncating the approximation smoothly as rεv(x, y) = χn(x)χn(y)rε0v (x, y), we obtain a func-
tion supported on Rn+1 ×Rn+1,
rεv(x, y) =
N∑
i=1
si(x)ri(y),
with si = χns0i and ri = χnr
0
i . It is then straightforward that,
sup
x,y
∣∣∣rv(x, y) − rεv(x, y)∣∣∣ ≤ ε,
and sup
x,y
∣∣∣ ∂
∂xi
rv(x, y)−
∂
∂xi
rεv(x, y)
∣∣∣ ≤ ε, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
where the suprema are over (x, y) ∈ X× X.
The following approximating kernel has finite rank:
Tε(x, dy) = r
ε
v(x, y)v
−1(y)µ(dy).
We also have, ∣∣∣P̂ g(x)− Tεg(x)∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ ∣∣∣rv(x, y)− rεv(x, y)∣∣∣∣∣∣g(y)v(y)
∣∣∣µ(dy)
≤ sup
x,y
∣∣∣rv(x, y)− rεv(x, y)∣∣∣ sup
z
∣∣∣g(z)
v(z)
∣∣∣
≤ ε‖g‖v ,
and,
∣∣∣ ∂
∂xi
P̂ g(x) −
∂
∂xi
Tεg(x)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ ∂
∂xi
∫
∆εr(x, y)
g(y)
v(y)
µ(dy)
∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣ lim
δ→0
1
δ
∫ (
∆εr(x+ δe
i, y)−∆εr(x, y)
)g(y)
v(y)
µ(dy)
∣∣∣,
where ∆εr = rv − r
ε
v, and e
i denotes the ith basis vector in Rℓ.
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Since, both rv and r
ε
v are C
1, the mean value theorem gives,
1
δ
∣∣∣∆εr(x+ δei, y)−∆εr(x, y)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ ∂∂xi∆εr(xi, y)
∣∣∣,
for some xi ∈ (x, x + δe
i). The right-hand side is uniformly bounded over all δ ∈ (0, 1] and
thus, by dominated convergence,
∣∣∣ ∂
∂xi
P̂ g(x) −
∂
∂xi
Tεg(x)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ lim sup
δ→0
1
δ
∣∣∣∆εr(x+ δei, y)−∆εr(x, y)∣∣∣∣∣∣g(y)v(y)
∣∣∣µ(dy)
≤ sup
x,y
∣∣∣ ∂
∂xi
rv(x, y)−
∂
∂xi
rεv(x, y)
∣∣∣‖g‖v
≤ ε‖g‖v .
This completes the proof of separability of P̂ in Lv,1∞ . 
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